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ASSOCIATE ENABLEMENT

Associate Safety, 
Enablement and 
Onboarding 
Store associates can be a retailer’s strongest asset, especially in 
fast-paced operations with high customer demands. Enable your 
associates with the right technologies to better communicate, 
collaborate, and complete tasks efficiently. When you need to hire 
many new employees in a short amount of time, you can also leverage 
technology solutions to onboard associates faster, and continually 
train them for greater performance.

Maximize Your Most Valuable Asset
Empower your associates and help them quickly and accurately 
access information from anywhere to add value to your customers’ 
experience. Give your associates real-time, mobile access to 
inventory information, task management, instant communication and 
onboarding training.

Connect Associates for Better Communications 
Connect front-of-store and back-of-store associates so they can 
communicate during shifts about inventory needs, quickly fulfill 
customer requests and collaborate for improved workflows. Mobile 
devices help ensure stores are properly staffed. They allow associates 
to view work schedules, request adjustments as needed, and problem 
solve with other associates to offer options for finding shifts or shift 
replacements.

Provide Actionable Data and Tools
Zebra solutions can give associates instant access to inventory 
databases for up-to-the-minute visibility. They can orchestrate 
associates to restock, notify them when goods are ready for shelving, 
speed shipment-to-shelf workflows, and communicate more 
effectively with customers. 

Accelerate Onboarding and Training
Onboard and train new associates with simple training task 
assignments. As many retailers hire an influx of new employees 
during a customer surge, Zebra solutions can provide associates with 
basic “start your shift” tasks to help them get quickly acclimated and 
started on their work. As associates are onboarded, continually train 
them using operational and product-focused lessons that help them 
become proficient in their new roles.
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Solutions for Associate Enablement
Set up your associates for success with holistic mobile solutions.

Handheld Mobile Computers  
and Tablets
Zebra mobile computers and tablets 
connect associates, facilitate onboarding, 
access store inventory and more. They 
offer an intuitive user-interface design, 
long-lasting battery life, secure voice 
and messaging, and interactive sensor 
technology. 

Workforce Connect
Leverage the same Zebra device that 
provides access to enterprise data and 
applications with a suite of communication 
and collaboration tools that enables Push 
to Talk and PBX calls as well as enterprise-
class secure messaging.

Handheld Scanners
Enable associates to quickly scan product 
barcodes for inventory management. 
Quickly and accurately capture any 
barcode, even if they are damaged, torn  
or poorly printed.

Mobile Printers
Printing multiple media types and sizes, 
Zebra’s user-friendly mobile printers 
help associates to print receipts on the 
go and print labels on the spot to price 
merchandise as items are unpacked. 
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Keep associates connected, easily onboarded and safe.  
To learn more, visit www.zebra.com/retail

Sanitize for Safety

Zebra’s “Sanitize for Safety” 

resources include links to best 

practices for sanitizing devices 

shared by associates to help 

increase safety.

http://www.zebra.com/retail

